
How did you see God at work this week?
What has Jesus been teaching you in his Word?
What kind of conversations are you having, especially with those who are not yet Christians?
What good can we do around here?
How can we help you in prayer?

Before the Video: Each person take a moment to share with the group the insights and experiences
you have had over the last several days as you sought to join Jesus on his mission in your everyday
life. If you were able to interact with neighbors from any of your various neighborhoods, tell your
story to the group. You can use the 5 Questions to help you get started.

Last week we decided to open a Gospel and start following Jesus around in it. What did you see?
What did you hear? What do you think Jesus was asking you to believe or do?
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After the Video:
The first half of the video focuses on the Mission Practice of Talking with People. What stood out for
you as you watched the video?

In our culture, ignoring most of the people that are regularly within our proximity is called normal. We
look right past them. But what if we began to change that? Jesus can do more with two people who
are beginning to talk with each other than he can with two people successfully ignoring each other.

This makes sense. But what if someone is more introverted? What is the good news for
introverts who take up the Mission Practice of Talking with People?

Why is noticing and talking with the people who are regularly around us an especially important
mission practice?
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The video then unpacks the Mission Practice of Doing Good. What was something that stood
out for you?

What makes sense about looking for the good God has prepared in advance for us to do?

How is the good we do for others like seed?

What struck you about the story of Ben and his autistic classmate?

Read Ephesians 2:1-10

Verse 10 tells us that we are God's workmanship. What encouragement does this give you?

Verse 10 also tells us that God has already prepared good works for us in advance. How
might this lift the burden of having to do good works?

How do verses 8 & 9 put verse 10 in the proper context? How do we make sense of
salvation and works?

How might knowing that our salvation is completely a gift from God motivate us to make
sure that others know the same good news that we know. 
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This video focuses on the final Mission Practice of Ministering through Prayer. Honestly, doesn't
that sound like the most terrifying Mission Practice of all? How does the video reassure us?
(And how does that help you?)

What could be a situation where you would offer to pray with a person?

What words of advice did the video give about how to pray with someone?

We have a safe environment to practice Ministering through Prayer right here in our missional
community. How has praying out loud with each other on a regular basis grown you?

Occasionally praying with our neighbors is missionally powerful. But we can also pray for our
neighbors during our personal or family devotion time. Take a few minutes to fill in a
Neighborhood Prayer Map for one of your neighborhoods. A copy is located in the back of the
book "Joining Jesus on His Mission." If you don't have a copy of the book, you can create your
own prayer map by simply using a sheet of paper. And example prayer map is on the next
page.



Why is praying regularly for our neighbors during our devotion time missionally powerful, too?

In the sermon this week, Pastor Langewisch tells us that ministering through prayer can be
terrifying, but it is only terrifying once. What encouragement does this give you?

In the coming weeks, let's take a small but intentional step toward joining Jesus on his mission. Here
is your challenge: Begin to use your Neighborhood Prayer Map to pray regularly for your neighbors.

"A-Ha!” Insights to Action: What was the most significant insight you had as a result of today’s
video and discussion? Take 3 minutes to write down your insight and what you think Jesus might be
giving you to believe and/or do as a result. This is your self-identified assignment for joining Jesus in
the coming days.

Have each person take 60 seconds to share their self-identified assignment with the group.

In the coming days watch for the opportunities Jesus will give you to put your self-identified
assignments into play. The next time your group meets be ready to tell the stories of what happened
(whether little or large).

Ministering through Prayer: As we prepare to head out on our mission adventure with Jesus, have
each person ask the next person, “How can I help you in prayer?” After everyone has had a turn to
answer, each person then prays for their neighbor. Write the prayer request in the space below so
you won’t forget. As a church, we would love to pray for both you and your neighbors. If you have
any prayer requests, you can send them to us at prayer@bethlehemdenver.com, and our Prayer and
Praise Team will pray for you.


